Wollongong City Council supports the
initial stages of the rezoning of the
Corrimal Coke Works

Wollongong City Councillors unanimously supported the proposal to rezone the former
Corrimal Coke Works property at the April 3 Council meeting. This is the first stage of
the rezoning process. With Council endorsement, the Planning Proposal will now
progress to the Department of Planning and Environment’s (DP&E) Gateway process.
The DP&E will confirm the further investigations and studies that need to be
undertaken to progress the future activation of the Corrimal Coke Works.
The Illawarra Coke Company (ICC), owners of
the

Corrimal

Coke

Works,

welcome

the

opportunity to continue to work with Council and
our neighbours to transform the former Corrimal
Coke

Works

into

a

design-led

residential

development which will contribute to Corrimal
and the broader Wollongong region.
Together, we believe we can transform the
former Corrimal Coke Works property into a
vibrant,

activated

part

of

the

community

providing greater housing diversity promoting
affordability, close to public transport. The
proposed

cycleway/pedestrian

community

access paths will improve active transport
options for all residents to the Corrimal town
centre,

train

station,

Robert

Ziems

Park,

community centre, library and pool and through
to Corrimal Beach. Approximately 7 hectares of
open space resources will also be delivered for
use by the community, whilst protecting and
enhancing local environmental resources.

•

The planning proposal

west community connectivity via the
proposed pedestrian/cycleways connecting

Our planning proposal sees the former Corrimal

the Coke Works property with the town

Coke Works transformed into a lively residential

centre, Robert Ziems Park and Corrimal

community offering a diversity of housing types,

Beach and connect to the wider Wollongong

with local facilities at the train station.

LGA green link network.

Realisation of the vision will:
•

•

•

Deliver much desired off-road east-

Provide nearly 7 hectares or some 40% of
the property for open space mostly for
recreation and conservation;
Support more affordabilty in housing by
delivering a variety of housing types
connected to quality public transit
opportunities;
Create new jobs and businesses including
neighbourhood shops, childcare and other

•

Celebrate and preserve our coke making
heritage. The proposal recognises and
celebrates the rich industrial heritage of the
site by retaining heritage elements in

proposed plaza including preserved examples
of the coke ovens and the historic brick
chimney, provided it can be safely
preserved.
Example of pedestrian/cycleway

local services such as cafes, as well as work
from home opportunities which have been
independently assessed to deliver more than
twice the 25 full time jobs that the Coke Works
previously supported.
•

Improve or preserve local ecology. The
proposed

realignment

of

the currently

Example of local play area

altered and degraded North Corrimal Creek
will deliver a healthier creek ecology and
improved

riparian

zone

the

alleviating

flooding and resolving most drainage issues
that currently affect residents of Cross Street
and parts of Railway Street. We will also
retain key stands of trees in the north-west
and south-east of the property, as well as
along Railway Street and elsewhere.

Illustrative example of proposed Corrimal Coke Works Railway plaza.

Improved creek habitat

Priorities

The Planning Proposal proposes realignment of

Improved traffic flow
Further work will be undertaken to assess and
refine efficient traffic movement.

the North Corrimal Creek. The creek is currently
overgrown with Lantana and other weeds and is
in a seriously degraded state that dates from the
previous

ownership

of

the

Illawarra

Coke

Our preliminary traffic reports have

Company. The creek was modified many years

been positive with suggested improvements

ago, so it no longer flows in its natural channel.

to the Memorial

So now, it’s not so much a case of protecting the

Drive

and

Railway

creek as it is restoring it.

Street intersection demonstrating
improvements in wait times and traffic flow.
We appreciate the need to carry out further
modelling to satisfy Council, RMS and
Sydney Trains and this will be done as part of
the post-Gateway process. We will continue
to work with RMS, Sydney Trains and

The realignment will also involve a substantial
repair and improvement of the creek habitat
along most of the length of the creek through
the site.

Council to ensure that the final concept

Creeks/watercourses are strictly regulated by

plan

NSW Department of Primary Industries (DPI)-

puts

forward

a

plan

that

Water. All works must be approved by DPI before

appropriately manages traffic.

work commences and completed in compliance

Improved flood outcomes

with the conditions of approval.

Further work will be undertaken

We

to ensure flooding risks for our neighbours

are

confident that we

can

achieve

environmental outcome that will be welcomed by

are reduced or unaffected.

the community.

In 2015 we engaged the flood engineering
experts at engineering firm Cardno to carry
out a detailed Flood Study for the Corrimal
Coke

Works.

Their

brief

was

to

improve flood outcomes for future residents
of

our

property without

impacts

on

any

adverse

our neighbours,

including

downstream neighbours.
The
a

proposed
substantial

specifically
floodwaters

design
on-site

designed

has

to

are retained

site, minimising
also

basin,

ensure
for

a

time

that
on

the downstream impact of

flows over and through our
design

included

detention

reflects

property.
the

The

absorption

characteristics of the varying parts of our
site,

including

the

substantial

area

of

vegetated public open space that is proposed
to be provided on site.

an

Corrimal Coke Works site boundary looking south

Like to stay informed?

Next steps
Wollongong

City

Councils’

decision

to progress the rezoning of the Corrimal
Coke Works was an important step to
enable us to achieve a new vision for
the former

Corrimal

In progressing
to

Coke

the

Works

Planning

site.

Proposal

Gateway, our priorities will be to

continue

to

and

additional

to

detailed

these

completed,
accompanying

detail

rezoning

be

will

receive updates.

Please register online to receive project updates via

complete

the

Website: corrimalcokeworks.com.au

studies required by

the

on our website and encourage you to register to

email and stay informed.

studies

and

We will continue to release community newsletters

the

Council.
Once

is kept updated throughout the planning process.

with

engage

community

We are committed to ensuring the local community

have

been

rezoning

and

refined,

the

is

Email: info@corrimalcokeworks.com.au

publicly exhibited by

Council before final gazettal.

Kate Strahorn, Director

By working together with Council and

Illawarra Coke Company Pty Ltd

our neighbours, together we believe we
can create

a

sustainable development

which we can all be proud of.

Corrimal Coke Works site boundary looking west

